Turning Bracelets

Instructions for Turning Laminated Bracelets

1. Start with Design
1. Make a paper template circle for the bracelet. Use this to check the fit on the person you are making the
bracelet for. After checking that the bracelet will fit over the hand and fits the wrist, then take inside Diameter (ID)
measurements and Outside Diameter (OD) dimensions and make a final paper template. ID for most women is 2 3/8"
to 2 5/8", OD is approximately 1" larger or less. Make two templates on 4" to 5" squares of paper or cardboard
(manila folders work well), coat them with clear wrapping tape on both sides to keep glue from sticking to them, and
cut one of them out so you just have a ring.

2. This is where you determine the color features of the final bracelet. Glue up selected colorful hard wood strips as
shown. (Use standard yellow glue.) Pen blanks are a good source of colored wood.
a. Each strip may vary in width (typically 1/8” to 3/8”). A good length is that of standard pen blanks
(approximately 5 ½”) as that will yield enough for three bracelets. (Material thickness is 3/4 inch.)
b. This is a messy gluing step. It can be done in one step if you don’t delay. Make sure that glue spreads
completely between strips with no blank spots. (This assembly will be cut into ¾” arches, so the joints
must be strong all the way along the strips.)
c. Use cauls along the entire length of the assembly to clamp it together. In addition, clamp it between
two flat boards to get the assembly as flat as possible. Cover the assembly with plastic or apply clear
wrapping tape to the cauls and clamping boards to prevent glue from sticking to them.
d. After the glue dries, use your paper template and trace both top & bottom arch outlines.
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The Glue up

3. Rough cut both arches as shown on a band saw or scroll saw. Cut approximately 1/16” outside lines to
leave wood to turn off.

4. Select two pieces of contrasting wood to complete the sides of the bracelet. Note the pencil marks that
locate the positions of the arches.
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Note: both arches are glued to long sides to complete the circle.

5. To make the pencil marks, center your paper template over the arches and sides. Mark the locations of
the arches on each side piece so there is a reference point for positioning the pieces when you glue
them.
Laminate the two side pieces for each side first, and then glue the laminated side pieces and the arches.
Make sure to get good glue coverage between the arches and the side pieces. Clamp the assembly
GENTLY so as not to break the arches.
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6. Once the assembly is dry, trace the paper template on it and cut the excess wood off of the sides. The
bracelet blank should be as shown above, with enough room for your paper template to fit the blank
dimensions, both I.D and O.D.

Make a jig to hold the round blank during re-sawing
The arches in the bracelet are the weak point and need strengthening. Two methods to do so involve
re-sawing the blank.
There is a lot of down pressure during the re-sawing process. Trying to re-saw the circular blank
without a jig will result in, at best, a sloppy cut and, at worst, a broken blank, flying pieces, and a ruined
saw blade.
Use a 1/2" 4TPI blade and adjust the band saw fence so you are cutting down the center line.
Assure that the band saw re-saws without drifting.
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7. With a jig as shown above insert the bracelet blank and re-saw against band saw fence, producing two
halves. The jig should be hardwood and at least half the thickness of the bracelet blank. (After using it
once, it will be half the thickness of the blank.)

Note: There is an alternate method to resaw the bracelet blank that works well. To do so, leave at least one
side of the blank as long as the diameter of the bracelet (as shown in steps 5 and 6 above). Then place
that long side on the bandsaw table and resaw the blank like a normal piece of wood. Having the long
side of the blank on the table gives a stable base and prevents the blank from being caught by the blade.

Turning Bracelets
The photo shows the two halves of the bracelet after re-sawing.
Note: If you get a rough cut off the band saw, use a full sheet of 120 Grit sandpaper on a flat surface to
remove saw marks.
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8. If the bracelet halves are to be aligned as they were before they were cut, use yellow glue to attach a
veneer layer between the two re-sawn rings with the veneer grain direction 90 degrees to the seams in
the arches for maximum strength, as shown in above photo.
Another approach is to glue the two halves together at 90 degrees to each other, but without veneer
between them, as the crossed grains strengthens the assembly.
9. After glue has dried use a knife or sharp chisel to trim off the outer veneer. This is required before
mounting bracelet blank on lathe.

2. Shaping the bracelet

2.a. Mount the bracelet blank on the lathe using a form of jam chuck. The blank is held by
pressure only between two flat surfaces, one is the end of a piece of round stock mounted in a standard
check with a diameter a least as large as the bracelet blank, and the other can be any flat piece of scrap
wood of the same diameter or larger held in position by the tail stock.
Turn the outside of the bracelet to the desired shape, leaving the edges unrounded – that is done in the
next step. Sand the outside of the bracelet to at least 600 grit. Assure that there are no defects in the
surface. A finish can be applied to the outside at this point or later.
Note: Make sure the bracelet is lying flat and centered on the center line of the lathe.
(Start the lathe at a slow speed to check for out of balance issues.)
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2 b. Next, tape the bracelet to wood cylinder using three wraps of standard masking tape. Then remove the
tail stock and shape the edge and inside half of the bracelet. As you turn the inside, verify the I.D. with
your template. Then sand the expose surfaces of the bracelet to 600 grit and apply a finish to it.
2.c. Remove and save the masking tape. Reverse the bracelet blank and re-mount it using the tail stock to
hold it in place. Center the blank very carefully in the jam chuck and then reuse the tape to re-tape it in
place. Remove the tail stock and shape, sand, and finish the second side of the bracelet.
2.d. Re-apply pressure on the bracelet using the tail stock, then remove the masking tape and touch up and
finish the outside of the bracelet.
2.e. Remove the completed bracelet.
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Examples of bracelets
(Examples courtesy of John DePiazza, Nor-Cal Woodturners)

Example 1 (showing nine examples)
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Example 2

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5

Example 6

Example 7
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Example 8

Example 9
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